Designing advanced multifunctional materials and products in an integrated fashion starting from the conceptual stage provides designers with increased flexibility to achieve system performance goals that were not previously achievable. Today however, product designers commonly select more or less advanced materials from selection charts or catalogs, rather than designing them along with the product from the conceptual stage on. In order to increase a designer's flexibility and system performance in the conceptual stage and render conceptual materials design more systematic, hence less ad-hoc and intuitive, the main contribution is the development of a function-based systematic approach to the integrated design of material and product concepts from a systems perspective.
product system concepts, thereby allocating most resources for the rest of the product life cycle. Analysis Analysis is the resolution of anything complex into its elements and the study of these elements and of their interrelationships. It calls forth identification, definition, structuring and arrangement [35] . It calls for identification, definition, structuring and arrangement through which the acquired information is transformed into knowledge. Analysis is the prediction of achieved behavior, i.e., a set of physical properties achieved by the proposed design solution, from the structure which represents the artifact's physical form [19] . Abstraction Through abstraction, complexity is reduced and essential problem characteristics are emphasized so that coincidental solution paths may be avoided and more generic (non-intuitive) solutions may be found [35] . In other words, compared to an intuitive and ad-hoc solution finding process, designers may find better solutions containing the identified characteristics through abstraction. Synthesis Synthesis is the association of elements to form a whole involving search and discovery as well as combination and composition [35] . Synthesis involves coming up with the structure based on the expected behavior, i.e., in our context, the physical properties that the artifact should have, in order to satisfy the given requirements and performance goals based on the expected behavior described through idealized functional relationships.
Conceptual design phase
During the conceptual design phase, the basic solution path is laid down determining solution principles. Combing solution principles to various functions, principal solutions are generated. Principal solutions represent more or less developed solutions to the overall problem statement. Principal solutions may be as vague as working interrelationships [35] , reflecting the scientific phenomena and associated solution principles needed for the fulfillment of a given function. The most promising principal solutions are finally selected and firmed up into system concepts.
The conceptual design phase is followed by the embodiment design phase in which designers start from principal solutions and determine the structure of the system based on given performance requirements. Properties and characteristics of all individual system parts are then finally specified in the detail design phase. Function A function is defined as a general ideal input-output relationship of a system [35] , i.e., a relationship between what the stakeholders want and the idealized behavior of the system [19] . The meaningful and compatible combination of subfunctions into the overall system function represents so-called function structures. By decomposing the overall system function into identifiable sub-functions on various system levels (such as sub-system, component or material levels), multi-level function structures are created. A function structure instantiates an analysis, abstraction and synthesis model, whose inputs and outputs together with their links can be subjected to mathematical variation. With functional relationships, the intended effect, i.e., the functionally desired effect in the sense of system operation is described. Individual sub-functions are mathematically varied and combined into function structure alternatives. Each function structure alternative represents the most abstract instantiation of a principal solution, in other word integrated material and product system concept. This notion assists in identifying potential system concepts that may be highly non-intuitive or far from conventional solution approaches.
Materials design
Materials design is an emerging multidisciplinary field in which both science-based tools and engineering systems design methods are utilized to tailor material structures and processing paths to achieve targeted properties, performance, and functionality for specific applications [24] . In this work, materials design is interpreted as design involving at least one degree of design freedom on meso-, continuum, micro-or lower scales, accounting for variability and uncertainty caused by the effect of process routes on meso-or microstructures (such as effect of defects, manufacturing processes, configuration, etc.).
Multifunctional materials
From a systems perspective, materials may be classified according to functions they must perform, such as carrying load, transforming shape under stress or temperature, transmitting, attenuating or converting forms of energy, etc. Corresponding to these different functions are various properties (e.g., strength, ductility, creep and fracture resistance, thermal conductivity, wear resistance, resistance to diffusion of environmental species, etc.). Typically a distinction is made among classes of properties in different physical domains, such as mechanical, electronic, chemical, optical, thermal, etc. Multifunctional materials must satisfy multiple functions, either within the same domain with regard to associated properties (e.g., mechanical) or multiple property domains (multi-physics). When designing multifunctional materials, materials are classified according to the set of functions they are required to perform 1. MOTIVATION
Integrated Conceptual Design of Materials and
Products Designing materials and products in an integrated fashion from the conceptual stage on, designers are enabled to realize new functionality and improved system performance through comprehensive identification and integration of multiscale phenomena and associated governing solution principles from multiple disciplines, such as chemistry, materials science, materials physics, mechanics of materials, electronics, information technology, and mechanical engineering. The opportunities for novel solutions for materials, products, as well as their design, modeling and realization processes are manifold. Compared to conventional product design, integrating product and materials design permits designers to increase the flexibility in achieving system performance objectives or realizing certain functionality for the first time. Some applications described here may be considered utopian, unnecessary or too expensive given the current state of technology. However, the possibilities are fascinating and several examples provide useful suggestions to trigger novel ideas for hitherto conventional systems. Also, increased use will make designs more common and hence less expensive, even though the cost/benefit ratio of specific life cycle phases might not always seem in line with current market economics. The ultimate goal however is to increase system performance as well as extend and overcome application boundaries through integrated design of material and product concepts from a systems perspective, as illustrated in Figure 1 . Facing conflicting requirements in a world of dynamic, seemingly unquenchable demands on limited resources, the integrated design of advanced multifunctional material and product system concepts is crucial in a fierce global marketplace. Observing trends of outsourcing, through which for example detail design efforts are classified as "commodity work" [23] and "shipped" from highly industrialized nations to emerging nations, the focus of this work is thus on conceptual design. In the conceptual design phase, determining and evaluating principal solutions as well as framing and detailing the subsequent detail design and realization processes are the essential tasks faced by designers or systems engineers. Integrating materials and product design in the conceptual and early embodiment design stages therefore adds value to the: materials design domain by facilitating the conceptual design of advanced multifunctional materials on multiple levels and scales from a systems perspective, and the product design domain by extending the designers' flexibility during conceptual design phase via the adaptation of systematic conceptual design methodologies to the domain of materials design.
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Motivating Example: Design of Reactive Material Containment System
As an example, consider the design of a reactive material containment system to transport exothermic reactive materials for energetic applications, as shown in Figure 2 . Currently, reactive materials are transported to their destination in enclosures of more or less advanced materials that are mostly selected from a finite set of available materials. However, in order to decrease adverse economic and environmental transport effects and ensure safe handling at satisfactory performance of these reactive materials, customers pose conflicting requirements such as: -minimization of reaction probability during transport, -maximization of reaction probability during usage, -maximization of system strength, and -minimization of system weight. Consequently, the overall system has to be designed in order to ensure satisfactory performance of the reactive material to be transported as well as its safe handling, i.e., protection against collisions which may cause impacts, high temperatures and blasts as shown in Figure 2 , while minimizing overall system weight. Hence, this design problem involves functionality (and related properties) from the chemical and mechanical domains, and they are coupled. In the context of this example problem, our goal is to show how to increase system performance through the integrated design of advanced multifunctional material and product concepts. For example, today's designers are limited in the sense that they can only select a certain quantity of reactive material and then design a containment system based on selecting most likely the strongest and toughest as well as lightest materials available to fulfill the given performance requirements best. By designing products and advanced multifunctional materials in an integrated fashion from the conceptual stage on, designers may gain greater flexibility, as in its extreme envisioned in Gershenfeld's personal nanofabricator assembling any object atom by atom [15] .
For example, designers do not need to limit themselves to select an available reactive material but can consider the design of Multifunctional Energetic Structural Materials (MESM), i.e., reactive metal powder mixtures, serving the dual purpose of providing both energy release and strength to a reactive system. Furthermore, designers can consider the design of multifunctional panels, providing the functions of both strength and increased energy absorption per unit mass. Hence, the focus of this work is on generating non-intuitive system concepts, based on leveraging multiscale phenomena and associated governing solution principles, in order to increase a designer's flexibility. The main contribution of this work is the development of a function-based systematic approach towards integrated design of product and advanced multifunctional material concepts from a systems perspective starting with a clarified problem statement, i.e., from the conceptual stage on.
In this paper, the integrated design of product and advanced multifunctional material concepts on multiple levels and scales is facilitated through functional decomposition, in other words creating multilevel function structures, including the materials level which so far has not been considered in the product design domain. Multilevel function structures are created from a systems perspective through functional analysis, abstraction and synthesis based on given performance requirements. Mapping key multiscale phenomena and associated governing solution principles from multiple disciplines to multilevel function structures, principal solution alternatives and hence integrated material and product system concepts are created in a systematic fashion.
Having described our vision of integrated materials and product design as well as introduced the reactive material containment example problem, the materials and product design literature is reviewed in the following section. At the same time, gaps of existing methodologies and requirements for an integrated materials and product design methodology are identified, resulting in requirements summarized in Section 2.3. The function-based approach for systematic integrated conceptual design of materials and products proposed in this paper is then described in Section 3 and applied to the reactive material containment system in Section 4.
REVIEW OF MATERIALS AND PRODUCT DESIGN LITERATURE
Materials Design
Besides the development of advanced methodologies for material selection [4, 3] , a paradigm shift towards the design of materials with the objective of tailoring the chemical composition, constituent phases, microstructure and processing paths to obtain materials with desired properties for particular applications has begun [31, 24, 43, 10, 36, 40] . Existing approaches for materials design are focused on recently developed multiscale modeling techniques [6, 10, 36] . So far, however, materials design is mostly leveraged in the embodiment and detail design phase where resources to develop computational models of materials are available. An overview of representative efforts related to materials design is provided in Table 1 and discussed in the following. Even though the performance of many engineered products and systems is limited fundamentally by the properties of available, constituent materials, most product design methods are still based on the selection of an appropriate material from a finite set of available materials with experimentally determined properties. Methods to select materials from a database of available options have been proposed by Ashby [4] . These methods can be classified as selection by analysis, synthesis, similarity or inspiration [3] . However, the inherent difficulty with materials selection is the inability to tailor a material for application-specific requirements or novel system concepts. Necessary combinations of properties might simply not be available from materials in current databases. Also, methods for conceptual design are not applied to the "material" level. However, since successful design is so closely linked with materials science, imagine the possibilities generated by supplementing materials selection with materials design capabilities for synthesizing customized materials with specific performance characteristics. It is noted in Table 1 that multiscale modeling of materials is simply an element or tool that may be employed in materials design, but does not in itself comprise materials design. In fact, concurrent multiscale modeling typically has distinct objectives of predicting response of structures or devices in applications rather than facilitating tailoring of different levels of microstructure to meet performance objectives. 
References Limitations
Material Selection
Ashby [4, 3] Inability to tailor a material for application-specific requirements; limited by a priori choice of performance metrics.
Microstructure design
Adams and Garmestani [2] Limited to the design of microstructures for functionality amenable to inverse propertystructure relations; conceptual design is not considered.
Multiscale Modeling
Yip [49] and others [26, 47, 48, 14] Emphasis is on bottom-up modeling only; design is not considered.
Systems based materials design
Olson [31, 32] Lacks systematic methods for decision-making in design; intuitive and ad-hoc conceptual design.
Computational robust materials design
McDowell and coauthors [24, 20, 41, 11, 42, 44, 45, 25] Only embodiment and detail design phases are considered.
As mentioned above, a paradigm shift towards the design of materials has begun. In this context, materials design is an emerging multidisciplinary field in which both science-based tools and engineering systems design methods are utilized to tailor material structures and processing paths to achieve targeted properties, performance, and functionality for specific applications [24] . Therefore, multiscale modeling techniques [49] , integrating information generated by different simulation models at different length scales in a consistent manner so that the overall system behavior can be predicted from the individual constituent models [6] , are utilized to design materials at multiple scales achieving performance that was not possible before.
The objective of materials designers is to tailor the chemical composition, constituent phases, microstructure, and processing to obtain materials with desired properties for particular applications [1] . For example, Olson [31, 32] employs a systems approach for designing advanced steels with multilevel microstructures on quantum, nano, and micro length scales. Materials design efforts rely on continuous development and improvement of predictive models and simulations on a hierarchy of length scales, quantitative representations of structure, and effective archiving, management, and visualization of materials-related information and data. Together, these components provide important deductive links within a hierarchy of processing, structure, properties, and performance. Such deductive, analytical tools are necessary but not sufficient for materials design. As proposed by Olson [31] , materials design is fundamentally an inductive, goal-oriented, activity, aimed at identifying material structures and processing paths that deliver required properties and performance, as illustrated in Figure 3 . Olson's construct is an important philosophical foundation on which to build systematic materials design, practical aspects of the goal-oriented materials design process are delegated to expert's experience, depth of insight, and knowledge base. Prominent existing materials design approaches have characteristic performance requirements and material properties as the starting point. These properties already define a specific material concept, such as an alloy, fiber composite, sandwich, etc. In subsequent embodiment stages, this material concept is further embodied through multiscale materials design simulation models. Extensive computational model building on multiple scales to analyze behavior becomes more important in these embodiment design efforts. Aspects of how to get from performance requirements to characteristic properties of a specific material concept however have so far been delegated to experts' experience as illustrated in Figure 3 . Materials design approaches have focused so far on adapting one or two concepts based on expert intuition; these principal solution alternatives are then scientifically analyzed and evaluated in the embodiment design phase to converge to a final design solution.
Examples of systematic design methodologies that make embodiment materials design less ad-hoc and intuitive include the decision based design philosophy proposed by Mistree and co-authors [29] and variations of the Robust Concept Exploration Method proposed by Chen [7] [8] [9] , Seepersad [39, 45] and Choi [10, 12] and coauthors. These existing materials design approaches do not address the conceptual design phase -the most crucial design stage in which decisions allocate the vast majority of a product's resources -in a systematic fashion. The early conceptual abstraction and synthesis part of design, i.e., proposing principal solutions with characteristic properties of the structure based on given performance requirements or the expected behavior that the system should have in order to satisfy the functional requirements is currently done in a more or less ad-hoc and intuitive fashion. Therefore, in this paper we present a function-based approach for integrated design of material and product concepts to render conceptual design of materials more systematic, i.e., less dependent on experts' experience, insight and intuition as illustrated in Figure 3 .
Systematic Product Design
As described in Section 2.1, systematic determination of system concepts that can be characterized by specific properties based on performance requirements, has not yet been exploited in materials design. The advantages of systematic design in the conceptual stage, such as encouraging a problem directed approach, fostering inventiveness, guiding the abilities of designers, etc., should not be considered obsolete. In the literature, a primary and secondary creativity have been introduced to evaluate intuitive versus systematic solution finding processes [22, 5] . It has been shown that a systematic design methodology, involving strategically and tactically ordered successive steps of information transformations, supports designers to solve problems more efficiently and effectively than others [34] . A deliberate and systematic step-by step procedure ensures that nothing essential has been overlooked or ignored and is therefore indispensable especially for conceptual design since the correction of mistakes during the final steps of the product creation process is extremely expensive and sometimes impossible. However, any systematic approach involves a certain measure of intuition and expertise. The main advantage of the systematic approach though is that designers do not have to rely on coming up with a good idea at the right moment. Within a systematic approach, solutions can be systematically elaborated using several existing relevant methods, such as information gathering, analysis of natural or existing technical systems, analogies, brainstorming, synectics, classification schemes, mathematical combination, etc.
The historical background and current methods of systematic design methodologies are reviewed and summarized by Pahl and Beitz [34] . In an attempt to unify the diversity of existing systematic design approaches and perspectives, a generic approach to the systematic design of technical systems and products, emphasizing the general applicability in the fields of mechanical, precision, control, software and process engineering, has been proposed by an "Association of German Engineers" committee (VDI guidelines 2221 and 2222). One of the most well known systematic design methodologies however is the one proposed by Pahl and Beitz for the mechanical engineering domain [34] . Any systematic design method however consists of one or several of the following general methods: analysis, abstraction, synthesis, method of persistent questions, method of negation, method of forward steps, methods of backward steps, method of factorization, method of systematic variation, division of labor and collaboration. Core transformations of existing systematic design and systems engineering methodologies, such as functional decomposition, analysis, abstraction and synthesis are leveraged in this paper.
However, systematic design methodologies so far can only be used in conjunction with material selection in the embodiment design phase. Material selection in the embodiment design phase limits designers to product design in the conceptual phase -the potential of materials design is not leveraged in the crucial early stages of design. Considering multiscale phenomena and associated solution principles when satisfying functional system requirements in the conceptual design, designers may overcome restriction to product creation imposed by materials selection. As described in Section 3, developing multilevel function structures, including the materials level, through functional analysis, abstraction and synthesis increases a designer's flexibility and supports clear definition of the interfaces in the integrated product and material system. This permits the definition of independent subtasks and their allocation to the individual disciplines and domain engineers involved to enhance system functionality and performance.
Requirements for Systematic Integrated
Conceptual Design of Materials and Products Having introduced the notion of integrated materials and product design from a systems perspective and reviewed existing approaches to materials design and systematic product design, the following requirements are to be addressed:
Allow for integrated conceptual materials and product design from a systems perspective in order to overcome restrictions to product creation imposed by materials selection, Make the conceptual design of advanced multifunctional materials on multiple length scales systematic, in other words less ad-hoc and intuitive, Determine principal material and product system solution alternatives in the conceptual stage, and Ensure systematic selection in the face of early stage uncertainty based on quantified uncertainty. In response to these requirements, a systematic approach to the integrated design of material and product concepts is developed. Functional decomposition, analysis, abstraction and synthesis are foundational to this systematic approach. In conjunction with systematic variation, conceptual design of advanced multifunctional materials is enabled, making conceptual materials design itself less ad-hoc and intuitive. In order to allow for integrated conceptual materials and product design from a systems perspective, the approach presented in this paper is based on the systematic mapping of key multiscale phenomena and associated governing solution principles from multiple disciplines to multilevel function structures. Thereby, material and product system concepts that narrow the gap to desired performance goals without depending on the selection of more or less advanced materials from already existing classes of generic solutions, are systematically generated. Details of this systematic approach are described and illustrated based on the reactive material containment system design problem in the following sections.
FUNCTION-BASED SYSTEMATIC APPROACH FOR INTEGRATED CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF MATERIALS AND PRODUCTS
Our systematic approach to the integrated design of material and product concepts from a systems perspective is based on the following two elements: 1) functional decomposition of product and material systems in multilevel function structures through functional analysis, abstraction and synthesis, and 2) systematic mapping of multiscale phenomena and associated solution principles from multiple disciplines to multilevel function structures in order to develop principal material and product system solution alternatives and concept selection charts. Specifically, the proposed systematic approach involves the following key mappings: 
Figure 4 -Systematic integrated design of material and product concepts
The most promising principal solution alternatives are selected and firmed up into system concepts characterized by specific product and material properties. Some system concepts are then further explored in the subsequent embodiment and detail design phase. Both elements are described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. The systematic approach, which is related to the systematic approach for product design in the mechanical engineering domain proposed by Pahl and Beitz [35] , is outlined in Figure 4 .
Determining Multilevel Function Structures
Especially in the conceptual design phase, it is crucial to consider the design material and product concepts in an integrated fashion, i.e., from a systems perspective. Therefore, foundational to this work is functional decomposition on multiple levels and scales. Hence, the term function is applied to the overall input/output relationship of the multilevel and multiscale material and product system.
Having adequately defined the design problem, an overall system function is specified. The meaningful and compatible combination of sub-functions into the overall system function represents so-called function structures. Decomposing the overall system function into identifiable sub-functions on various system levels (such as sub-system, component or material levels), multi-level function structures are created, as shown in Figure 5 . Most importantly, multilevel function structures include the materials level which so far has not been considered in the product design domain.
A multilevel function structure instantiates an analysis, abstraction and synthesis model, whose inputs and outputs together with their links can be subjected to mathematical variation (in the meaning of varying a path in the system configuration space). With functional relationships, the intended effect, i.e., the functionally desired effect in the sense of system operation is described. Individual sub-functions are mathematically varied and combined into function structure
The key to our systematic approach to conceptual integrated materials and product design is function-based abstraction, through which complexity is reduced and essential problem characteristics are emphasized so that coincidental solution paths may be avoided and non-intuitive solutions may be found. Hence, establishing multilevel function structures facilitates the discovery of solutions. Function structure and system boundary variation from a systems perspective allow to explore diverse system concepts. Also, since sub-functions can be elaborated separately the search for non-intuitive solutions is simplified. Even if function structures are incomplete, the definition of the interfaces in the overall material and product system are clarified. This permits the definition of independent subtasks and their allocation to the individual disciplines involved. On each level, energy, matter and information are adapted as basic concepts of system inputs and outputs crossing a system boundary. Individual sub-functions, originally represented by "black-boxes" in the developed function structures, must however be replaced with more concrete statements in mathematical form. The mappings involved in determining and embodying principal solutions based on the developed functional relationships are described in the following section. 
Determining Principal Solutions
Having developed functional relationships and combined them into multilevel function structures through analysis, abstraction and synthesis, multiscale phenomena and associated governing solution principles from multiple disciplines are systematically mapped to specific functions, combined in morphological charts [34] and then varied to develop material and product system concepts. Hence, principal solution alternatives cannot only be developed through multilevel function structure alternatives (as discussed in Section 3.1), but also through embodying a specific multilevel function structure alternative with alternative multiscale phenomena and associated governing principles. In order to develop wide ranged principal solution alternatives, it is crucial to determine multiscale phenomena and associated principles from relevant disciplines.
Scientific phenomena are described quantitatively by means of laws governing the quantities involved. In other words, phenomena can be described by the laws of physics and mathematics. For example, the operation of a bi-metallic strip is the result of a combination of two phenomena, namely thermal expansion and elasticity. A sub-function can often be fulfilled by one of a number of phenomena. For example, a force can be amplified by the mechanical lever phenomenon, fluid-mechanical hydraulic lever phenomenon, or electromagnetic phenomena. In the design literature, such phenomena are also labeled physical effects, chemical effects, etc. These effects have therefore been classified in terms of the discipline from which they are derived, such as mechanical engineering. Physical effects for the specific domains of mechanical and electrical engineering have already been classified by Koller [21] , Clausen and Rodenacker [13] as well as Roth [38] . A few chemical effects are summarized by Orloff [33] . Focus however has so far been on mechanical engineering domain-specific applications, such as connections, guides and bearings, power generation and transmission, kinematics, gearboxes, safety technology, ergonomics as well as production processes. Multidisciplinary integrated materials and product design efforts involving multiscale phenomena and associated solution principles have not been addressed. So far, solution principles embodying a specific phenomenon have only been addressed for the product domain from a macro-level perspective, not considering the potential embedded in materials design on multiple scales.
For effective and efficient integrated design of material and product concepts it is however crucial to identify multiscale material phenomena as well as associated governing solution principles in addition to macro-level product specific physical effects that can be found in the literature. Leveraging multiscale phenomena and associated solution principles to embody multilevel functional relationships, designers are enabled to determine product and material system concepts that narrow the gap to the desired performance goals when specific more or less advanced materials can not be readily selected from databases or catalogs.
From properties (e.g., elastic constants, thermal conductivity, nucleation of defects, etc.). This list is of course not exhaustive, but is sufficient to convey that multiscale phenomena and associated solution principles at the material level facilitate definition of system sub-functions and related modeling principles. The identification of principal solution alternatives based on multiscale phenomena and associated solution principles is facilitated through the use of morphological charts. According to Zwicky [50] , morphological thinking is "the study of the totality of all possibilities inherent in any set of circumstances". A systematic approach to creative discovery is thus achieved by enumerating parameters characterizing a subject and combining the parameters in new and different ways.
Concept Selection Charts and Decision Support
Mapping multiscale phenomena and associated governing solution principles to multilevel function structures and developing morphological charts [34] , various principal solution alternatives can be developed through systematic variation. The most promising principal solution alternatives are selected and visualized in concept selection charts. Then, through the integrated design of material and product concepts based on multiscale phenomena and associated governing solution principles, designers are not limited to the use of material selection charts.
As described in the Section 2, existing systematic design approaches depend on the selection of more or less advanced materials from already existing classes of generic solutions. In contrast to this, based on the systematic mapping of multiscale phenomena and associated governing solution principles from multiple disciplines proposed in this paper, designers are enabled to determine material and product system concepts that gradually narrow the gap to desired performance goals. Through function-based systematic design of multifunctional material product systems designers are enabled to access many more points in the design space compared to materials selection, increasing their flexibility. Furthermore, based on classified multiscale phenomena and solution principles, concept selection charts can be tailored to the needs of the design problem at hand. Therefore, concept selection charts support designers in their efforts of extending and overcoming application boundaries, efforts which did not seem to be feasible when first designing principal solutions and then making use of preexisting material selection charts or multiscale design models.
Systematically combining solution principles for specific sub-functions allows the decision maker to determine a variety of principal solutions. Principal solutions however also have to be evaluated and in the following selected. Since selection is an integral part of almost every step in design and many researchers have devoted their work to selection, selection of design alternatives is not the focus in this work. The focus in this paper is on generating system concepts. However, it is emphasized that selection is an integral part of design, especially in the early stages. Therefore, one selection approach is included in this paper.
From the various engineering selection approaches that have been proposed, the selection Decision Support Problem (sDSP) [28] is used. As shown in Figure 6 , the sDSP is composed of four key blocks of information -given, identify, rate, and rank. The given block consists of information associated with the requirements for the design problem; the identify block involves identifying the alternatives (i.e., concepts) that can be used to satisfy the requirements; the rate block consists of rating the alternatives against the evaluation criteria; and the rank block involves ranking the alternatives in the order of preference. The sDSP is enhanced by Fernández and co-authors [17] by combining it with utility theory. The resulting utility-based sDSP accounts for uncertainty associated with design alternatives while making selection decisions.
These selection approaches can be applied to determine the most promising principal solution alternatives. Specific material and product system properties of the most promising principal solution alternatives are then starting points for further concretization in the embodiment design phase taking into account the needs of later product life cycle phases.
Figure 6 -Word formulation selection Decision Support Problem [16]
The function-based systematic approach described in this section is exemplified in the context of the reactive material containment system in the following section.
REACTIVE MATERIAL CONTAINMENT SYSTEM
EXAMPLE The reactive material containment system is used to exemplify the presented function-based approach to the integrated design of material and product concepts. As described above, the overall system has to be designed in order to ensure satisfactory performance of the reactive material to be transported as well as its safe handling, i.e., protection against collisions which may cause impacts, high temperatures and blasts as shown in Figure 2 , while minimizing overall system weight.
Determining Multilevel Function Structures
Concerning the reactive material containment system, the overall functionalities that the material-product system has to fulfill are to resist deformation caused by external blast (momentum exchange) and mechanical impact (kinetic energy), resist high temperatures (thermal energy), and when necessary, release energy for energetic applications. Outgoing thermal energy that is not required by energetic applications is lost to the surroundings. The overall system function structure of the reactive material containment system in terms of material, energy and signal flows is shown in Figure 7 .
Having identified the overall reactive material containment system function structure, a material level function structure, as shown in Figure 8 , is developed as described above. In the context of this specific example problem, function structures on subsystem levels are not required, therefore, only the system and material level must be considered when determining multilevel function structures. For simplicity, material crossing the system boundary has been neglected in the material level function structure. material containment system Resistance against deformation is either achieved by storing elastic energy, i.e., strain energy, within the system or introducing some means of inelastic deformation to dissipate supplied blast and impact energy. Also, some incoming kinetic energy and momentum may be diverted to resist further deformation. Conversion of incoming thermal and kinetic energy into internal energy of a material and dissipation at microstructure scales might lead to reaction initiation, which is certainly not intended during transport and handling. While there are parallels between the energy balance of thermodynamics and the function structures depicted here, it is not essential to appeal to this principle to construct the subfunctions within the system. Nor is it necessary to balance energy input with the sum of energy output and storage within the system. Instead, this conceptualization is used as a syntactic tool for identifying function structure alternatives and hence potential system concepts that may be non-intuitive or far from conventional solution approaches. In the subsequent embodiment design phase however, rigorous balance laws of energy, mass and momentum must be employed. Resistance against deformation is either achieved by storing elastic energy, i.e., strain energy, within the system or introducing some means of inelastic deformation that dissipates supplied blast and impact energy. Also, some incoming kinetic energy and momentum may be diverted to resist further deformation. Conversion of incoming thermal and kinetic energy into internal energy of a material and dissipation at microstructure scales might lead to reaction initiation, which is certainly not intended during transport and handling, but may be required during energetic applications. It is emphasized that while there are parallels between the energy balance of thermodynamics and the function structures depicted here, it is not essential to appeal to this principle to construct the subfunctions within the system. Nor is it necessary to balance energy input with the sum of energy output and storage within the system. Instead, this conceptualization is used as a syntactic tool for identifying function structure alternatives and hence potential system concepts that may be non-intuitive or far from conventional solution approaches. In the subsequent embodiment design phase however, rigorous balance laws of energy, mass and momentum must be employed.
Determining Principal Solutions
In the context of the example of energetic storage mentioned earlier, various solution principles to the specified functional relationships are derived from the multiscale phenomena and associated governing solution principles summarized in Section 3.2. To exemplify the proposed function-based approach, only the most promising solution alternatives are combined in the morphological matrix for the material level functions "divert energy", "store strain energy", "dissipate energy" and "release energy", as shown in Table 2 .
Considering combinations of solution principles in the morphological matrix shown in Table 2 , many principal solution alternatives for the reactive material containment system can be generated through systematic variation. Here, for demonstration purposes, however, we only evaluate the most promising principal solution alternatives with respect to the performance goals weight, level of protection and reactivity.
Evaluating the morphological matrix shown in Table 2 , a coincidental principal solution is the combination of: a) a reactive material (sub-function "release energy", solution principle 1), protected by b) solid panels (sub-function "divert energy", solution principle 3), selected from a finite set of available materials. Solid plates provide an adequate level of protection whereas the reactive material only ensures sufficient reactivity.
Other principal solutions, in which solid plates are replaced with sandwich structures to increase containment system resilience, can be derived from the morphological matrix. Especially the sandwich core can serve various mechanisms to fulfill the function "dissipate energy", including effects of fill particles, fluids or phase transforming materials or structures (for example various solid and liquid dampers, strain rate dependent materials, crushing honeycomb core structures, or nanowire arrays. Mechanisms that promote energy absorption during large scale stretching of the back face sheet of the sandwich structure can be explored. Also, the back face sheet of the sandwich structure can be replaced with a fiber composite face sheet loaded in tension to further increase system resilience. Additionally, the sandwich core can be modeled as filled with various fluids or particles as well as consisting of closed or open cell foams. Furthermore, the front face sheet can be designed as a conducting material in an electromagnetic field. Kinetic energy diversion, i.e., satisfying the function "dissipate energy" might be achieved by changing the topology of the outer face sheet or constructing it from a heterogeneous, segmented structure (for example implementing flexible boundaries).
However, another principal solution to be considered simply consists of structurally reinforced (composite) reactive powder metal mixtures (sub-function "release energy", solution principle 2). Reactive powder metal mixtures are unique in that the components serve the dual purpose of providing both energetic fuel and structural integrity. Therefore, reactive material strength is combined with containment system strength, or, in its extreme, the containment system becomes obsolete. Modeling reactive powder metal mixtures however involves scientific phenomena and associated governing solution principles from nano-, micro-, continuum-and up to system-level scales and hence requires a complex network of information transformations on multiple scales to predict strength and reaction initiation. Embodiment design processes of structurally reinforced (composite) reactive powder metal mixture have been investigated by Panchal and coauthors [37] as well as Choi and coauthors [12] .
Concept Selection Charts and Decision Support
Considering the reactive material containment system design problem, the selected principal solutions are visualized in concept selection charts, such as the one shown in Figure 9 , to facilitate formulation of selection Decision Support Problems (sDSPs). As an example, only a few of the associated governing solution principles determined above are grouped and illustrated with their respective performance spaces in Figure 9 . Here, we only consider the sub-function "dissipate energy", based on a qualitative loss coefficient.
We can qualitatively compare this relation of performance to properties or function with the approach of Ashby et al. [4, 3] . In essence, the Ashby approach relies on comparing performance metrics for each application that include various tabulated material properties or characteristics. This requires that principal solutions be identified a priori. Hence, the conceptual design must have already been performed to select the materials. In contrast, our approach considers a number of promising non-intuitive potential principal solution alternatives to the coupled material and product system, expressed in terms of multilevel function structures and solution principles to functional relationships. As a result, there is no single set of performance indices that can be introduced to evaluate the efficacy of different materials, since such metrics are linked to specific principal solution alternatives -the designer's flexibility is increased at the conceptual stage. In other words, through the integrated design of material and product concepts based on multiscale phenomena and associated governing solution principles, designers are not limited to the use of material selection charts, as illustrated in Figure 9 .
As can be seen in the concept selection chart shown below, through function-based systematic design of multifunctional material and product system concepts designers are enabled to access significantly more points in the design space compared to the selection of either solid aluminum, magnesium or other solid panels. It is emphasized that due to the discrete (only semi-continuous) nature of material choices, structures, etc., the qualitative performance ranges shown in Figure 9 are not be seen as a continuous solution space. Also, concept selection charts for other performance goals, such as strength, are not presented here but facilitate formulation of the sDSP below.
In essence, the interplay of material choices and functional solution principles to establish the link of performance to structure through integrated materials and product design is illustrated in concept selection charts. A good illustration is the integrated design of a high temperature combustor liner for the hot section of a gas turbine engine and its material system. If the principal solution is that of a fully dense material system, then perhaps a tough ceramic composite with a protective surface coating will emerge from a materials selection exercise, considering that low thermal conductivity conspires with high surface temperatures to produce untenable degradation of an uncoated surface. On the other hand, if one explores other solution principles in constructing a set of alternative multilevel function structures in the conceptual design phase, one family of solutions might be a cellular refractory material with forced internal cooling to reduce surface temperatures to acceptable levels. This can admit monolithic material solutions with lower melting point temperature. -minimization of reaction probability during transport, -maximization of reaction probability during usage, -maximization of system strength, and -minimization of system weight, A sDSP is formulated, as shown in Table 3 . Based on the current state of technology and a designer's expertise, the 5 most promising principal solution alternatives are evaluated. The following principal attributes are used: reactivity (R), strength (S), loss coefficient (LC), and weight (W). As mentioned in Section 3.3, selection of design alternatives is not the focus in this paper. However, to emphasize that selection is an integral part of design, a qualitative sDSP is formulated. Results are shown in Table 4 . According to this qualitative selection, a sandwich structure consisting of two solid panels surrounding a rectangular honeycomb core and protecting a readily available reactive material is the preferred principal solution.
The preferred principal solution of a sandwich structure consisting of two solid panels surrounding a rectangular honeycomb core and protecting a readily available reactive material (combination of solution principles 3 for "divert energy", 8 for "store strain energy", 5 for "dissipate energy", and 1 for "release energy") is selected for subsequent embodiment design. Having evaluated various principal solutions, specifically this blast resistant panel containment system concept experiences less deflection than similarly loaded conventional containment systems consisting of solid panels of equal mass due to energy dissipation caused by core crushing. One of the 6 blast resistant panels that compromise the containment system is shown in Figure 10 . Besides its material properties, characteristic geometrical properties are the thickness of the front (h f ) and back (h b ) face sheet as well of the core (H). Furthermore, properties of the sandwich core topology, such as the characteristic length (B) or cell wall thickness (h c ) are of importance. A thorough analysis of robust embodiment design of this principal solution alternative under pressure loading (p(t)) has been conducted by Muchnik; the interested reader is referred to the literature [30] .
Advantages of the Proposed Function based Approach
Having determined and described various principal solutions to the reactive material containment system example, it can be seen that the function-based approach for integrated design of material and product concepts significantly increases a designer's flexibility and system performance. Specifically, this systematic approach is beneficial with respect to: 1) Integrated product and material concept generation: As shown in Table 2 , up to 1440 (multiplying the numbers of identified solution principles for each function) principal solution alternatives may be readily derived through function-based analysis, abstraction and synthesis on product and material levels to achieve increased flexibility and system performance. 2) Complexity: Functional decoupling during the solution finding process significantly reduces complexity in systems design. Performance requirement changes may not affect the entire system but only specific functions. This becomes crucial when dealing with integrated product and materials design on multiple levels as well as length and time scales. 3) Modularity: Functional decomposition not only reduces complexity but also leads to increased system modularity, allowing designers to respond quickly to dynamic, seemingly unquenchable demands. 4) Domain expertise: Function-based design permits the definition of independent subtasks and their allocation to the individual disciplines and domain experts involved. It also facilitates integration of domain expertise from a systems perspective. 5) Concept catalogs: Classifying solution principles to functions on multiple levels and scales leads to archivable and hence reusable domain expertise. Hence, materials science specific expertise becomes available to systems designers, bringing materials design further upfront in the design process and hence supporting concurrent design. 6) Systematic variation: Even though solution principles to individual functions may be known, their combination and systematic variation from a systems perspective may lead to non-intuitive system concepts, such as reactive metal powder mixtures in combination with multifunctional blast resistant panels. To avoid obtaining an unmanageable large amount of alternatives through systematic variation, infeasible combinations of solution principles must be eliminated. 7) Creativity: Systematic design principles not only support retrieval and combination of known solution principles into principal solution alternatives but also facilitate the design of novel materials in the early phases of design. 8) Systematic selection: Systematic selection considering multiple criteria and visualization in concept selection charts allows to readily determine the most promising principal solution alternatives based on dynamic performance requirements.
CLOSURE
The focus of this work is on generating non-intuitive system concepts, based on leveraging multiscale phenomena and solution principles, in order to increase a designer's flexibility and system performance. The main contribution of this conceptual paper is the development of a function-based systematic approach to the integrated design of material and product concepts from a systems perspective. This systematic approach is based on the following two elements: 1) functional decomposition of product and material systems in multilevel function structures through functional analysis, abstraction and synthesis, as well as 2) systematic mapping of multiscale phenomena and associated governing solution principles from multiple disciplines to multilevel function structures in order to develop principal material and product system solution alternatives and concept selection charts. Several accomplishments make the development of this systematic approach possible: 1) allowing for systematic integrated design of materials and product concepts from a systems perspective in order to overcome restrictions to product creation imposed by materials selection, 2) making the conceptual design of advanced multifunctional materials on multiple scales more systematic, hence less ad-hoc and intuitive, through functional analysis, abstraction and synthesis from a systems perspective, 3) enabling designers to systematically determine material and product system concepts and their specific properties in the conceptual stage through systematic mapping of multiscale phenomena and associated governing solution principles from multiple disciplines to multilevel function structures, 4) identifying and classifying multiscale material phenomena and associated solution principles in addition to macrolevel product specific physical effects that can be found in the literature, 5) using systematic variation as well as visualization in concept selection charts, and 6) applying the systematic approach to the design of a reactive material containment system. To permit the integrated design of product and material concepts on multiple levels and scales, today's existing systematic product design approaches [35] are extended in that key phenomena and associated governing solution principles from multiple material-specific length and time scales are leveraged. Generating non-intuitive system concepts in this way, a designer's flexibility and system performance are significantly increased. Additionally, allowing for systematic conceptual design, i.e., making conceptual materials design a less ad-hoc and intuitive process, existing materials design approaches are extended. Essentially, the conceptual design efforts described in this work represent solution finding steps within the first ring of Olson's hierarchical framework of materials design, classified "performance", which so far has been implemented mostly based on intuition. Product and material properties of principal solution alternatives obtained through function-based design of integrated product and material concepts may be inputted to robust materials decision support frameworks, such as the one proposed by Mistree, Allen, Chen, Seepersad or Choi and their coauthors [27, 7-9, 39, 10, 12, 45] . For example, the robust decision support frameworks proposed by Chen [7] [8] [9] including recent extensions that address nuances of materials design in the face of various sources of uncertainty proposed by Choi [10, 12] or topology design of multiphase microstructures as proposed by Seepersad [39, 45] , are well-suited since they address the most common classes of materials and product design problems. However, in the overall context of systems engineering, the approach presented in this paper is an integral to the first design step of most systems design methodologies, such as the one proposed by Forsberg and Mooz [18] .
In future work, classifying the multiscale phenomena and associated solution principles (listed in Section 3.2) in design catalogs will greatly facilitate application of this function-based approach to integrated design of material and product concepts from a systems perspective. Use of this systematic approach has only been conceptually illustrated in the context of the reactive material containment system. The most promising principal solutions determined in this ongoing work must be further embodied and evaluated with respect to the given performance goals through the formulation of a more comprehensive decision support problems. Then, concept selection charts must be refined and further evaluated.
However, based on the work presented in this paper, it can be seen that the use of this function-based approach to the integrated design of material and product concepts may facilitate the identification of better material and product concepts (with respect to given performance goals) and hence the creation of revolutionary products, such as the development of reactive material containment systems consisting only of reactive metal powder mixtures. Some of the applications described here may be considered utopian, unnecessary or too expensive in more traditional engineering areas given the current state of technology. However, the possibilities are fascinating and several examples provide useful suggestions to trigger novel ideas for hitherto conventional systems. Also, increased application will make design more common and hence less expensive, even though the cost/benefit ratio of specific product life cycle phases might not always seem in line with current market economics.
The ultimate goal is to leverage materials design and increase system performance as well as extend and overcome application boundaries through the integrated design of material and product concepts from a systems perspective. Thus, the governing questions underlying this and future research are:
Can we design materials along with the product itself from the conceptual design stage on rather than select them?
Can we leverage systematic approaches to design advanced multifunctional materials from a systems perspective, especially in the early conceptual stages?
